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On campus rape not reported
UNF security says their hands are tied without an official report
by Stacey M. Potts

versity theatre on the evening of Janu
“All we’ve heard is rumors so far. I ary 15. Apparently, the victim had
won ’ t even walk with two people now.... expressed interest in the university’s
Bacchus Peer The
groups of three or
atre, prompting
more.” This was the re"It gave me a sense
Thornton to send a
action of Chrissy
of fear that I never felt
flier about the next
Hennessey, a UNF
before.... it could be
meeting. The al
freshman who lives in
anybody.... rape has no
leged victim decided
Osprey Hall- - her reac
face.”
not to come to the
tion to an alleged rape.
-Sonja Thornton
meeting but came to
According to Sonja
the university to drop
Thornton, Project Di
rector for Bacchus Peer Theatre, the off a friend. The friend left a note
alleged rape occurred outside the uni letting her know he had gotten a ride

Confidence is low in

The State of the
Union promises

home in case she should return.
incident, she inquired about the “black
Thornton thought the victim must eye and busted lip.” The victim’s only
response was, “I’ve been
have returned to
look for her friend
If the victim doesn't want assaulted.”
It was only later, after
and, confusedby the to come forward, we can’t
contradictory room do anything. All we want is Thornton offered infor
numbers listed on the basic information.... a mation on assault crisis
two different fliers, description [of the perpe lines and support in re
ended up outside the trator] and a time and place porting the incident, that
she had reason to sus
theatre instead of in it occurred.”
the area where the
-UNF security pect that a rape had
occurred. The victim
Bacchus meeting
was taking place. When Thornton saw commented simply, “I think I’m going
continued on page 3
the victim the Sunday following the

Stacy Roof crowned Miss JU

by Stephani Jones
. “What is said and what congress is going to do are
entirely different.” FCCJ Kent Campus political
science teacher David Davidson said that watching
the State of the Union Address on television was a
“waste of my time.”
The address is now “more to sway people than to
inform congress,” as it is constitutionally supposed
to do, said JU’s Donald Baker, who also teaches
political science this term.
“It sounded like he has a lot of good plans,” FCCJ
student Sherri Parker said, “There was some party
ambiguity- almost compromise— in the speech. At
times, yes, he sounded like a democrat.”
Bush’s much-built-up address “might have stopped
the slide,” Davidson said, but “I don’t think it re
gained him any ground.” There probably will not be
the “flurry of activity” to follow up on the address
that Baker thinks is necessary. A short-term stop in
Bush’s slide in popularity is all he expects.
“There is just not a consensus on what national
interests are,” Baker said, expecting congress to
agree on what’s best for the country and implement
continued on page 3

by Charles Andrews
and Allison Hunt

Jacksonville University held its
eighth annual scholarship pageant
on Friday. Leanza Cornett, Miss
JU 1991, crowned Stacy Roof,
Miss JU 1992.
Roof will receive a scholarship
to JU and get to go to Orlando in
June to compete in the Miss
Florida pageant and possibly go on
to the Miss America pageant.
Roof said that she entered the
pageant to meet people.
Kim Strittmatter, another contes
tant, said she entered for the
chance to win the scholarship, to
display her talent, and to refine her
communications skills.
"It’s not who wins, it’s the fact
that you tried," said Strittmatter.
First runner up was Miriam
(Sam) Sayar, second runner up was
Joelle Stonbraker, and Stacy Roof
was voted Miss Congeniality by
the other contestants.

The happy winner and first
runner up embrace.

Intercampus shuttle proposed by the JTA
by Derrick Warren ■
A proposal from the Jacksonville
Transportation Authority came as a
response to a request made to the
FCCJ board of trustees by Joey
Drummond, the FCCJ Downtown
Campus student government presi
dent, Drummond asked for a
transportation system that would be
moreefficient for students than JTA’s
existing bus routes.
FCCJ doesn't have the funds for a

transportation system now, said
The JTA conducted a preliminary
Michael Elam, the school's associate Study and cost analysis for a shuttle
vice president of student affairs. After service. The service would use two
seven to eight percent budget cuts, buses. One would run between the
there are too many problems funding Downtown, Kent, and NorthCampuses.
staffing, purchasing materials, andeven The otherwould ranbetween the Downpaying for maintenance in some areas town
of some campuses.
The routes would meet every hour and
The most feasible way to get the fifteen minutes at the Downtown Cam
program off the ground is a combina pus for students who need to transfer
tion of student fares and private from one bus to another.
donations, Elam said. He said that stu
The buses would ran from 7 a.m. to
dents not being able to complete a 9 p.m., Monday through Friday. The
degree at one campus is a big concern. proposed system would operate at a

daily cost of $1,328 ($338,640 an
nually). According to Elam, that
proposal is too high, but the JTA has
additional information and is re
working the proposal. Elam’s office
is expecting the new proposal soon,
and there is at least one other com*
pany putting together a bid.
"We need to develop a task force
within the college thatincludes students to work on that,"Elam said of
the decision, This project has been
in the works for several years, Elam
said, "and we will not let it die."
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UNF students reach out to Jacksonville’s needy
by Elena Campbell
It’s hard to imagine looking at the rows
of red and white labels in a Campbell’s
soup grocery display and not being able
to tell the chicken noodle from the cream
of mushroom. This is not a nightmare—
it’s a fact of life for the 2.7 million adults
in the United States and the more than
80,000 adults in Duval county who can
not read.
UNF has joined the growing ranks of
universities throughout the nation that
are reaching out to their communities
with volunteer centers on their cam puses.
UNF’s new volunteer center, directed by
Eduardo Castellon-Vogel, was created to
promote volunteerism on campus- to
encourage students to reach out to
Jacksonville’s needy.
The focus of the center is the students.
It’s purpose is to place students in com
munity agencies and to keep a record of
the number of hours each student volun
teers. The center is on a tight budget- the
Student Government Association pro
vides for minimal operating expenses but
the center depends on student pledge
hours for success. It is staffed by nine
volunteers who work approximately 25
hours each week to match students with
agencies.
Michelle Singer, a UNF education
major, is fighting illiteracy by volunteer
ing four hours a week with Learn to Read

Inc., a one-on-one tutoring program
for adults.
“Reading is something we take so
much for granted,” said Singer. “I
tutor a sweet middle-aged AfricanAmerican woman. The first night,
she pulled out a tattered old Bible
and handed it to me. ‘This is my
goal,’ she said. ‘I want to read the
Bible.’ We’re working on it!”
Learn to Read encourages its vol
unteers to develop friendships with
their pupils. Each volunteer works
with an illiterate adult for at least a
year. Together they set goals that
speak to each adult’s specific needs- ultimately the hope is that each
pupil will reach at least a fifth or
sixth grade reading level (the level
required to read a newspaper) in
order to function in society. “My
pupil wants to learn to drive,” said
Singer. “I’ve already taught her what
a paragraph is and how to recognize
and enunciate vowel sounds. As soon
as she reaches a working reading
level we’re going to bring out the
driver’s handbook. That gives her
something to work for.”
UNF’s volunteer center also places
students in soup kitchens, suicide
prevention centers and Big Brother/
Big Sister agencies. Some are work
ing in hospitals with AIDS patients

and others are coaching Little League
baseball teams- wherever their inter
ests lie.
Volunteerism is a two-way street.
“It’s very rewarding to see someone’s
progress and know that you were there
and helped,” says Singer. “I really en
joy it. I love to read and I want to be
able to help someone else get joy out of
it.”
“You’re changing someone’s life,”
says Peggy Smith, executive director
of Learn to Read. “You’re taking them
from the darkness and confusion of
illiteracy and teaching them how to
read.”
The benefits also go further than
personal gratification. “Volunteering
makes students aware of the less fortu
nate people in our community,” said
Vogel. “UNF students are the leaders
of the future. This center is giving them
volunteer experiences that will help
prepare them to take on responsibili
ties in years to come.” In addition,
there are tangible benefits to be gained.
“Companies are looking for respon
sible employees who care enough to
give heir time,” said Vogel. “Volun
teer hours look excellent on a resume,
and many employers consider volun
teer hours equal to hours of pay.
“It doesn’t matter what you do as a
volunteer—every little thing counts,”

he said. “You don’t necessarily have to
be in cross-fire, facing death.” It can be
something as seemingly trivial as stuff
ing envelopes or sitting by the bedside
of an elderly man and holding his hand.
Everything makes a difference.
Why the sudden interest in
volunteerism?
“The needs have always been there,”
said Vogel, “but now we’re becoming
more aware of them. Issues like teen
age pregnancy, AIDS and spouse abuse
are coming out of the closet. We’re
finally deciding it’s time to act.”
UNF’s volunteer center held a cam
paign before the holidays to increase
awareness of the center and to encour
age students to pledge volunteer hours
for 1992. The campaign’s goal was to
register enough student pledges to equal
24 hours for each day of the new year.
“The campaign was a great success,”
said Vogel. “In one week we registered
more than 9,000 student pledge hours
for 1992; 9,248 to be exact, and the
tally keeps going up.”
The center is gaining student and
administrative support, and the staff
are optimistic about the future.
“We are demonstrating that UNF
isn’t only a book-worm institution,”
said Vogel. “We are human beings
who care about the community as well
as about high academic standards.”

Retreat held to plan Student Volunteer Center at FCCJ
by Derrick Warren
William Ardmony of United Way
writes that young people need to dem
onstrate that they are not the cause of
the problems, but an important part of
the solution.
At a recent weekend retreat student
leaders from FCCJ answered the chal
lenge. Members of student government
and student activities, student ambassa
dors, and the FCCJ chapter of Phi

Theta Kappa met to design and
implement a student volunteer cen
ter (SVC).
The purpose of the center will be
to encourage students to volunteer
and to inform them of volunteer
opportunities in the community.
This month’s edition of FCCJ's
student activities newsletter, will
be
devoted
entirely
to
volunteerism and the SVC. In

cluded with articles and information,
the Options newsletter will also con
tain a survey which asks students
about their past volunteer activities
and if they are interested in future
opportunities. The 24,000 FCCJ stu
dents who receive the newsletter in
the mail will be offered incentives to
complete and return the survey.
The students attending the leader
ship workshop produced the Options

save
on your
$5000 off
$3000 Gold
10K
OFF

14K Gold

$10000

newsletter, a brochure for the SVC,
fliers, and ideas for a volunteer
bulletin board. The results of their
labor will be seen on campus soon.
The Student Volunteer program
will operate out of the student activi
ties offices. Interested students
should contact the nearest FCCJ
SVC: Downtown at 633-8210, Kent
at 387-8374, North at 766-6786, or
South at 646-2272.
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UNF Rape unreported
to need that rape number.”
the victim doesn’t want to prosecute,
Thornton alerted the police and the that’s her right. All we want is the basic
UNF Women’s Center.
information... we
“The police were very sen
want a descrip
sitive,” she said. “I’m
tion [of the
It was only later
thinking, 'why won’t she
perpetrator] and
report it?’ I would think
a time and place
that Thornton had
you would report it, but
it
occurred.”
reason to suspect
this is a very introverted
“What would
that a rape had oc
person. I tried to empha
you do? We only
curred. The victim
size, 'call someone!’ I
have two offic
wrote a letter because I
commented sim
ers on duty.
was afraid I would say
Sometimes I get
ply, “I think I’m
something insensitive.
here at eight in
going to need that
That’s the hardest part
the morning and
rape number.”
about having a friend
don’t get to leave
whose been raped. You
until midnight.
don’t know how to talk to
We need community support- for ex
them. It gave me a sense of fear that I ample our new campus watch
never felt before.... it could be any program.” Campus Watch, sponsored
body.... rape has no face.”
by UNF’s Intrafraternal Council and
Other students have experienced the University Housing, will hold an infor
same fear. “It makes me feel terrified mational meeting today at 8 p.m. in
to even think about it,” said Jennifer Bldg. 14, Room 1601.
Stevenson, an Osprey Hall resident.
Anderson also advised:
Contributing to the fear is the misin
-Walk assertively
formation spreading around campus.
-Be aware
Already, varying reports have come
-Look
under your car as
from the university police department.
Lt. John Anderson, Campus Safety
you approach
Officer, stated, “We will be PROFS-Look in the back seat
ing [electronic mailing] different
-At night, walk in groups
departments, saying 'be aware.’ We’ll
-If you are threatened,
be putting information in The Mariner
pull the fire alarm
[UNF’s faculty newsletter].”
Unfortunately, not all students ap
The university police will not be
taking any additional measures, Ander proaching the campus police for
son said; “Nothing in addition to our information received the same aware
normal patrol. There has not been a ness-oriented response. One campus
police report. We’re aware of the ru resident sophomore approached an
mor, but no one has come forward. If officer to ask about the alleged inci
the victim doesn’t want to come for dent. “The way the cop told me, it’s
ward, we can’t do anything. We’re hearsay. He said it didn’t happen. We
concerned for you and for all the women don’t know for a fact that it happened. ”
Perhaps Thornton expressed the es
of campus. If the victim doesn’t want
to give their name, we understand.... if sence of the administrative response
when she said, “It’s bad press.
If it’s not substantiated, they’re
not going to acknowledge it. If
GRAND OPENING
my daughter went here I’d want
to
see them doing something
February 10,1992

If you have a birthday, anniversary, or other special
occasion that happened on February 29, Independent
Perspective wants to know about it. Give us a call ASAP.

GRAND OPENING
SPECIALS
-Private Instruction
-Karate
-Self Defense -Martial Arts Supplies
-Family Rates

1870 St. Johns Bluff Road
Jacksonville, Florida 32216

(904) 565-9213

723-3233
Celebrate National Condom Month
Give a Condom/Candy
Gift to someone special!

$2.00

On sale this month at

Planned Parenthood
249-2378
Atlantic Beach

Professors react
to President's
address
continued from page 1

now.”
The university’s student funded
Women’s Center has continuous pro
grams like the Rape Survivor’s Support
Group. A person need only call (6462528) and the facilitator will contact
them regarding meeting times. There
is also a 24 hour rape hotline (355RAPE) operated by the Sexual Assault
Center, a program of the Children’s
Crisis Center. Those interested in vol
unteering with the Rape Crisis Hotline
should contact the Volunteer Coordi
nator (549-4600). Volunteer duties
range from office support to “direct
crisis intervention with victims of
sexual assault. The necessary training
is provided.”
For amore immediate andproactive
preventive measure, the Women’s
Center offers Women in a Defensive
Stance, “a four week rape-specific
course taught by black belt Jennifer
Hammock.” This class meets every
Tuesday evening, beginning February
11, 7:30-9:15 p.m., and costs $25.
Those interested should contact the
Women’s Center for reservations.
Some students have also suggested
a student escort service, to augment
the escort service already offered by
the university police. While the police
do offer an escort service, some stu
dents don’t feel comfortable calling
them. Furthermore, the fact that only
two officers are on duty poses an obvi
ous problem for peak times. Thornton
offered an idea for a student patrol
system, “sort of like the Guardian
Angels... I don’t think the Watch will
be enough. Who’s going to be watch
ing my side of the office at night?”
One in six college students will be
raped before graduating, according to
a women’s center flier. Until such pro
grams are implemented, it is imperative
that students follow safety tips offered
by Anderson and others. In his words,
“Be aware. It’s everybody’s responsi
bility to watch out for everybody.”

It's leap year!
AMERICAN
KENPO KARATE
INSTITUTE
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358-2244
Downtown

387-0208
Westside

Affordable birth control, pregnancy counseling,
and STD care for women.

it quickly is “asking politicians to do some
thing contrary to their nature.”
“I don’t think the American people are
that stupid,” said Davidson. He doesn’t
think Bush’s reforms will happen and he
doesn’t expect others to believe in them
either.
“I’m not very optimistic that there are
going to be any defense cuts,” he contin
ued. Baker said that cuts will happen but
“the decision can’t be made on the basis of
good defense policy” because that would
mean loss of jobs and upset voters, and
congresspeople aren’t willing to do that.
While many people in Jacksonville sup
port large cuts in defense spending, they
are upset by the loss of the revenue the
Forrestal brought and the possible loss of
the Saratoga and its people and their pay
checks.
“It’s always safe to choose a number,”
Baker said, but he doesn’t expect many
results. Davidson said that there are pro
grams in need of cutting, citing 30 years of
school dropout research. “How much drop
out research do we really need?” he asked.
“Education people are the worst,” he
said. They “want a government grant to re
invent the wheel, but then they complain
about high taxes,” Davidson added.
It’s always safe to choose a number,”
said Baker. The question is, which pro
grams are Bush talking about? “It’s more
a symbolic gesture than a realistic expec
tation, “ he said, and added that every
program has supporters, and especially the
big programs have a lot of voters who think
they should be kept.
“If you just pay people to not work, it’s
cheaper than training them and providing
child care,” said Baker. The very long term
solution, he said, is to train people. That
would be more, expensive, however. “It’s
the short term effort at saving money that
leads to the current situation,” he said.
One of Bush’s more controversial pro
posals was a cut in the capitol gains tax, a
tax investors must pay. The president thinks
that this will increase investments and
stimulate the economy, but many disagree.
Speaker of the House Thomas Foley be
lieves cutting the tax will cause many
investors to sell their holding and take
quick profits.
Bush also proposed a $500 increase in
the exemption parents get for each of their
children, which Baker said is a response to
the nation’s current pro-family attitude but
is “not necessarily going to promote the
family unit.” Baker also said that while the
proposal would cost their government a
lot, it would save a family of four only
$2000 over the course of a year. “Is it worth
the loss of revenue to the government?”
Baker asked.
Another proposal would allow individual
retirement account money to be spent with
out penalty on first homes, college
educations, and healthcare.
“It’s like spending your retirement,”
Baker said, “It’s deficit spending. I don’t
see that as a long term answer. Down the
line, closer to retirement, people will be
unhappy that they did spend it.” Banks
don’t just leave money in a safe; they
invest it and make money from it, Baker
said, and they won’t be able to put that
extra money into the economy.
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attitude, and a lack of real continuity,
Kasdan’s work makes us feel
understood when we complain about a
cut finger, a traffic jam, or an
unexplainable existential crisis while
the world around us slowly comes
undone at the seams.

Freejack

Entertainment
2.” The script is mercifully unladen
with one-liners (“Hasta la vista, baby”,
etc.), though it is unmercifully laden
with bad dialogue, cliches, and preachy
monologues about how rotten the fu
ture is going to be if we don’t clean up
our acts.
There are good points, including the
special effects (top-notch) and the set
design (appropriately creepy), but the
overall execution of the project is so
goofy that it becomes a parody of itself.
Don’t bother.

by Taylor Elmore

Kevin Kline, Jeremy Sisto, Danny Glover, and Mary McDonnell in
Grand Canyon.

Grand
Canvon
by Taylor Elmore
Okay, imagine “Fortysomething”
with more swearing and rampant,
disturbing violence. Basically, you’re
imagining “Grand Canyon.”
Lawrence Kasdan became the voice
of mature angst in the 80's with “The
Big Chill” before boring audiences to
death with “I Love You to Death,” and
he returns to the age group andmindset
he seems to understand so well with his
latest ensemble outing. It stars veteran
Kasdan performer Kevin Kline, as well
as Danny Glover, Mary McDonnell,
Steve Martin, and Mary-Louise Parker;
however, the real star of this movie is
the big city and the violence and
alienation therein.
The plot, such as it is, revolves around
the principal cast members as they
confront the difficulties of living in
Los Angeles today. Much of the movie
bounces between the characters in quick
slice-of-life vignettes, pulling the
emphasis away from plot and placing it

Video Review

Hot Shots

by Allison Hunt
Hot Shots is definitely not one
of Charlie Sheen’s best movies.
Then again, Hot Shots wouldn’t
have been anyone’s best movie.
Hot Shots is a spoof of the movie
Top Gun, and takes all of it’s
funnies from every scene in Top
Gun, Only for that re ason does this
movie get irritating. Come on, if
you are going through the expenses
of making a movie at least put in
some original scenes. Full of slap
stick, three stooges type laughs.
Hot Shots is a good movie to watch
while doing something else, as it
doesn’t call for much attention to
follow the story.

on the characters themselves. Kline
plays Mack, an immigration lawyer
who, after breaking down in the wrong
section of LA., almost winds up the
victim of some local toughs, who
express a rather keen interest in his
car. He is saved by a tow-truck driver
named Simon (Danny Glover), and
feels indebted to him in a profound
way. The two develop a friendship, and
spend a healthy amount of time
wondering what in the hell is wrong
with the world. The other characters all
have different monsters to wrestle with:
Dee, played touchingly by Mary-Louise
Parker, is desperately lonely in addition
to being hot for Mack, who is married
to Mary McDonnell, who finds a baby
in the woods while jogging and decides
she wants to keep it... and that’s just the
first few names on the marquee.
On the whole, the film manages to
keep itself interesting by not spending
too much time focused on any one
character for too long. It has some
excruciatingly “nice” scenes: I could
almost feel the audience cringing in
response to some of the monologues
that the actors were forced, probably at
gunpoint, to recite. However, there are
some chilling scenes of real, big-city
violence, which is perhaps so difficult
to deal with because of its apparent
randomness. Steve Martin plays a
violent-action film producer who learns
firsthand about violence in a way that
changes his life, if only for a while. The
scene is disturbing, graphic, and
painfully believable. It’s refreshing to
see Martin actually act.
Speaking of acting, is Kevin Kline
unusually tepid in this film, or did I just
have too much coffee? I mean, is this
the same guy who starred in “A Fish
Called Wanda,” one lobotomy later?
Kline can act, but he doesn’t in this
film: he sleepwalks. It’s a shame, as he
is probably the best actor out of the lot,
and is outshined by everyone except
for maybe one or two of the extras.
In any case, check it out. “Grand
Canyon” has some great moments, and
is sobering if nothing else. Despite its
lack of anything even resembling
subtlety, its rather sanctimonious

The last twenty minutes or so of
“Freejack” are pretty fun. The rest,
however, is an extremely lame ex
ample of filmmaking.
A healthy portion of blame can go to
Emilio Estevez, who can’t act his way
out of a wet paper bag. Estevez is
joined by Mick Jagger; who, if thrown
into a wet paper bag with Estevez,
wouldn’t be of much help; and An
thony Hopkins, who can act his way
out of a wet paper bag, but usually
doesn’t have to. At least not until now.
One of the major flaws in the film is
that Anthony Hopkins doesn’t have
very many lines, and Estevez and Jagger
have way too many.
Maybe I have such a problem with
Emilio Estevez’s acting style (or lack
thereof) because he was such a
bonehead in “Wisdom” and “Men at
Work.” Maybe I don’t like Jagger be
cause I had such rotten seats at the
Rolling Stones conceit. Whatever the
reason, I have to ask: who told either
one of these two people that they be
longed in the movies? Color me
paranoid, but I think that somehow
Dan Quayle must have been involved.
The plot begs for abetter movie. Too
complex to describe simply, it involves
such everyday activities as race-car
crashing, time travel, brain-mind theft,
and trying to stay alive in New York
City in the year 2009 (and you thought
it was bad in the 90’s). Estevez plays
Alex, a racing circuit driver of present
day New York who, following a seri
ous crash, finds himself battling Mick
Jagger in the future.
Scary thought.
Along the way, he finds that he is a
“freejack,” or the victim of a strange
body-snatching that corporate types of
the future are fond of: if you find you
are not long for this world, and are rich
enough, you can electronically steal a
body from a better time and transfer
your mind into it. Alex is the warm
body du jour, and he is not at all thrilled
about the idea. He hooks up with his
girlfriend (Rene Russo) from the sim
pler days of 1991, who has thought for
twenty years that he was killed in the
crash, and they fight their way all the
way up to Anthony Hopkins, who plays
the incredibly rich and powerful
McCandless, who may or may not be a
real evil dude.
Sounds pretty wild, right? Unfortu
nately, for the most part, it’s not. It’s
been done before. The whole “who do
you trust?” issue was covered equally
clumsily in “Total Recall,” the whole
endless-pursuit game in “Terminator

Slacker
by Allison Hunt

What do you get when you put to
gether a cast of a hundred (at least) and
no plot? You get ’’Slacker." The name
is excellent for describing this atro
cious movie (if you can call it that).
Who plays in it? I don’t know. After
waiting for an hour and a half for a plot
to form, I gave up. I woke up those
around me and left. Maybe I missed the
meaning of life by not staying to the
end, but I really doubt it.
Ever watched a movie that begins
with following a character as he or she
goes about his or her own business,
then that character passes another character, so we follow him; then that
character passes yet another, and we
follow that person? ’’Slacker" does this
for an hour and a half with little intel
ligent dialogue.
Maybe, just maybe, the creators of this
movie wanted to point out a moral to
the story. If in fact they did, it would
probably go something like “Don’t be
a slacker”. My moral is “Don’t pay to
see ’Slacker.’”

Emilio Estevez stars in Freejack
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She wants me to be her Valentine
“Eek!" I mean, “How sweet.”
by Martin Auve
Just when you thought all the good holidays
were over— you were right. Yes,
Thanksgiving calories have faded
to cellulite, Christmas giving has
come and gone, New Year’s rev
elry is just a fond (if somewhat
fuzzy) memory, and now,
Valentine’s Day, the epitome of
useless, insignificant, nausea-in
ducing holidays, has arrived.
Once again it’s time to break
outthosewalletsandspendsome
of those Zen bucks. It’s time to
buy chocolates. It’s time to buy
flowers. It’s time to buy gold.
And Diamonds (gasp!). It’s time
to change your name and move to
Ecuador.
And all of this for someone
you’ll probably break up with or
divorce by St. Patrick’s Day (an
other phenomenally significant
holiday). Well, I think it’s just
about time to change to first per
son.
Perhaps I’m just cynical about
the whole thing, but Valentine’s
Day is a stroll down junior high
memory lane for me. (Or more
aptly: a rush-hour stroll across
memory freeway.) It calls forth
the image of tiny Cupid’s arrows
zipping about the hallways of my
junior high. It brings to mind
young love, that feeling of eter
nal bliss. But it also recollects the
painful heart-break that men are
sometimes forced to induce in
young, innocent girls.
You see, as an adolescent I had a certain irresist
ibility. Maybe it was my witty charm and my horse-like
laugh. Maybe it was my suave, silver orthodontics or

Sonnenberg
Steals JSO
Show
by Martin Auve
The Jacksonville Symphony Or
chestra recently held the
Masterworks IV concert at the Civic
Auditorium. The performance, con
ducted by Roger Nierenberg,
included an appearance by Nadja
Salemo-Sonnenberg, violinist.
The performance began with
Walter Piston’s Suite from The In
credible Flutist, followed by
Concerto in A minor (Opus 99) by
Shostakovich. The concerto mas
terfully displayed the technical
abilities of both Sonnenberg and
the orchestra. An international and
critically acclaimed violinist,
Sonnenberg delivered a breath-tak
ing performance. The concerto, a
technically complex piece, gave her
the opportunity to brilliantly dis
play her skill as a musician.

my slick complexion Maybe it was my intellectual
ity, accented by a debonair pair of
coke-bottle-bottomed bug-spec
tacles. Maybe it was just me.
Whatever it was, each
Valentine’s Day I was assigned
the heart rending task of just
saying ,”no” to a helplessly in
fatuated young lass. They all
had different names and some
what different faces, but the
circumstances were always the
same. One in particular, how
ever, is more vivid than the
others.
Her name was Helga. Helga
was about 6 foot 8, 95 pounds.
She never had more than forty
thousand pimples on her face.
One of her eyes was consider
ably bigger than the other. And
she had the all grace and dignity
of a two-legged giraffe (pos
sessing only the front left and
right rear legs).
It was a Monday morn
ing. The air was charged with
excitement over Friday night’s
upcoming Valentine’s dance.
The girls were playing basket
ball when I strolled into the
gymnasium. Helga was bound
ing after the poor, petite blond
who had the ball. The blond, in
a fit of desperation, simply
dropped the ball and ran out of
bounds, probably saving herself
from being picked up and dunked
through the hoop along with the
ball.
Helga grabbed the ball, and, looking down at the
hoop, simply dropped it in. That was when she saw

Following intermission, the or
chestra performed Jeux, Poeme
danse, by Debussy, then ended with
Bolero, by Ravel. The symphony’s
performance was both delightful and
moving. The JSO is always an
evening well spent.

Nadja Salerno-Sonnenberg.

me. Our eyes met, hers in tenderness, mine in terror.
She strolled sensuously toward me, swinging her
vine-like hips, and tripped over the aforementioned
petite blond. The three of us collapsed in a heap and
I found myself semi-conscious on the gym floor
under a pretty girl and a giant preying mantis.
The moments passed in slow motion. Somewhere
far in the background I could hear laughter.
Then I felt movement above me. The blond crawled
out of the pile and ran for her life. Helga helped me
to my feet and, with a few muttered apologies, smiled
coquettishly down at me. I wanly smiled up, which
perhaps encouraged her, as she began to talk, and
talk, and talk.
“I hear they’re having a dance this Friday,” she
chattered, flashing a big, flounder-like eye at me.
“Would you like to go?”
I backed against the wall. I was looking straight up
at her. I tugged at my collar for air. “Well,” I
stuttered, mopping my forehead with the back of my
hand, “I, uh, I, well- hrum-uh, well, I can’t. I— uh-I’ve got plans.”
A flash of anger passed across her face. I suddenly
pictured myself being tossed through a basketball
hoop. Would she roll me into a ball and dribble me
all the way across the court before dunking me?
But she didn’t, she merely walked away, with
perhaps a bit of dejection in her lank gait.
“Cruel,” you say? Well possibly, but I did have
other plans; I planned to ask Cindy, the captain of our
cheerleading squad to the dance. Surely she wouldn’t
be able to say no.
“Well,” said Cindy, tugging at her uniform collar.
She stuttered, mopping her forehead with the back of
her hand, “I, uh, I, well— hrum-uh, well, I can’t. I—
uh—I’ve got plans.”
“Oh,” I said. She really wanted to go, I’m sure.
Still, her answer sounded kind of familiar.
I saw Helga last week. She’s really only about six
feet tall, now that I’ve grown. She also seems to have
filled in and rounded out a little. I just don’t under
stand why she won’t return my calls. After all, how
can she say, ”no?’’

Some Valentine's Day advice
by Allison Hunt

what they mean. A frustrated female
whispers, “I think we need time apart.”
A now frustrated guy says, “Yeah, I
agree.” Neither one wants to be apart,
but because of not being able to tell
each other how they really feel, they
part. The woman had wanted the guy
to say, “Hey baby, I can’t live without
you. Let’s not part.” Honestly, in the
heat of arguing, a guy rarely backs
down. He’d look, to himself, like a
wimp. And the guy also expected the
girl to say the same thing when she
realized that he “didn’t” care if they
parted. Since we’re here on this earth
only a short time it seems crazy to
spend time fighting about a movie.
Say what you really mean on
Valentine’s Day and every day.

Guys, it’s Valentine’s Day, and you
get your love a dozen roses. You can’t
do wrong for the rest of the night. But
later, after the effect of the roses wears
off, you start fighting again. She wants
to go to a movie, and you want to stay
home and snuggle. She says “we never
go out”, when in fact you were both out
two nights ago. Why are men and
women so different? (Besides the
obvious.)
Women, for the most part, rely on
more instinct and sense then actual
thought. While men, for the most part,
rely more on cause and effect, hence
the roses. A guy will buy roses for a girl
for two reasons. One, if he’s in
trouble, and two, if he wants her
to feel romantic. A woman COMPUTERS BY THE HOUR, INC.
desires roses from her beloved if 2120 Corporate Sq. Blvd. • Suite 30 • Jacksonville. FL 32216
they are a way of expressing his
CONSULTING
love for her. It seem like
SERVICES
TRAINING
miscommunication is inevitable.
RENTAL
Men and women speak
(904) 727-3491
differently. In general, neither a
Qualified/Registered WordPerfect Consultant
man nor a woman actually says
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Are these the Greatest
American Heroes?
by Stacey M. Potts
Tradeja two Jeffrey Dahmers for
a Manson? Is this what we are to
hear out of the mouths of babes?
Hold on to your sense of all that’s
right in this world, because a com
pany in New York has come out
with mass murderer trading cards!
No comment has been made yet
regarding whether they will come
shrink wrapped with mini-AK47’s
rather than with the usual mundane
bubble gum.
Don’t you worry, though. They’re
not marketing them to kids, but
rather to that huge untapped market
of adult mass murderer wanna-bes.
Supposedly, the cards are part of a
series on the history of crime, includingmany other crime-greats like
Al Capone. I guess the little guys
who just commit one or two mur
ders will only make it into the little
Bazooka gums-an honorable men
tion, of sorts. As if to say, gee you
tried, but you’ll have to repeat mu
tilation school before you make it
with the Big League, kiddo!
But they are absolutely not mar
keting them specifically to kids.

Letter to the Editor

We can probably look forward to all
manner of new heights in the edifi
cation of society’s future from this
paragon of a company. New in the
fall line of Maladjustment Inducing
Specialties, we may expect Jim
Jones Koolaid! How about some of
those lick-and-transfer tattoos of the
haute couture upside down cross
modeled stylishly by Charles
Manson? Rollerblades, perhaps,
complete with real blades! But we
are absolutely not marketing this
specifically toward children!
Do you realize the money that
could be saved if they just sold doll
heads instead of whole dolls - the
decapitated look! [complete with
UNF's new mascot, the Fighting Ostrich
oozing gore and blood; machete
sold separately]. But we absolutely
would not market this to kids.
You could even market a comic
book for this huge, untapped, non
child market. How about the
Middle-Aged Radioactive Child
Molester Bunnies? We could do a
runner up in the pageant. Why
cartoon, a comic, action figures, by Allison Hunt
Pageantry
is
at
best
a
show,
would the average woman kill to
stickers, pop-up books.... but we are
much
like
the
Westminster
dog
be
the queen of milk and cheese?
absolutely not marketing this to
show,
full
of
primp
and
poise.
At
And are we as a world so con
ward kids!
worst it’s a back-stabbing, catty vinced that we are the only
display of all that is spiteful in beauties in the universe? Probably
women. If it’s titled a beauty not. So it goes to show you what a
contest, it’s usually a contest to silly thing it is to hold a pageant
see whose make-up, hair, etc. hold to be Miss Universe. Just like
up the longest. These women dis everything pageants do have their
play all that God has given them, place. It can be said that the states
certainly outraged by this fact, know along with a lot more that has need a woman to represent them
ing that Spence was able to spend been added after the fact. Sure, (much like a state bird or state
thousands of dollars on international those are her real nails! (and real flag). And if we have a woman for
trips for himself and his family, thou hair color/curl, real breast size, the states we have to have one for
sands of dollars on plush memberships real eyelashes, real eye color, and the country. Sure, for some this is
throughout Jacksonville, free cars for real tan) What’s the beauty in the only way to get money for
himself and much more that no one
this? Everyone is so busy making college to get an education. Some
seems to want to address! If all the
themselves over there’s no variety times it’s for a charity or a
students at FCCJ were able to receive
a blank check like the president, I guess in the world. Eventually all the positive cause, and that's good.
we would not have a problem, and like beauty will be in the sameness of But putting on a show of body
the president said, he is “not embar one. Instead, they should be en parts to receive money and cars is
rassed by his actions.” Doesn’t one hancing their natural beauty. not like a game show, where you
have to have a conscience to be embar Remember Miss Dairy (from Wis need your wits about you; it’S
rassed?
consin)? She was murdered by the more like a peep-show.
I say let the Jacksonville Chamber of
Commerce collect enough money
among themselves, since they are such
good buddies, and purchase a one-way
ticket for Spence out to Jacksonville! If
that would happen, FCCJ could get
back to the basic morals of our society.
staff
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The state bird, the state
flag, and the state woman

Reader dislikes IP article and
presidential ex$pences, too
To the Editor:
After receiving the Independent Per
spective Volume 1 Number 1,1 read
the article entitled “Audit controversy
divides FCCJ board.”
I have several concerns which I think
deserve your attention. The first con
cern, being the most important in my
viewpoint, is that your article never
addressed why the students are out
raged. Since your publication is for
colleges and colleges are designed to
meet the needs of the students, not their
presidents, why did you omit such an
important point in this article?
In addition, if your paper is so inde
pendent, why then did you slant this
article in favor of Charles Spence?
Why did you not report that the stu
dents attending FCCJ received only
one half of one percent in student schol
arships last year? As a student, I am

The Independent Perspective
needs sports writers, news
writers and photographers. For
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Crossword puzzle
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by Amy Morie
29.
30.
31.
34.
37.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
47.
49.
50.
52.
54.
57.
61.
62.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
71.
73.

Clues

Across:
1.
Storybook Peter
4.
Pinch, grab
7.
Watery object
10.
“Ghostbusting” group
(abbr.)
13.
Plural of is
14.
paddle
15.
tree type

16.
17.
19.
21.
23.
24.
25.
26.
28.

7

peacock, of old
New stars
Imitate
Wed secretly
man (3 words)
Chart
What a clever man is? (2
words)
Holiday songs
Conks out

74.
75.
76.
77.

Novel
Actor curry
Rational
Vessel type
Himalayan creature of lore
wrath
aged
It sometimes imitates life
Melancholy
Pipe part
Smallest amount
Watery prefix
Musician Brian
Consume
Chinese Dialect
Fantasies
Tobacco smoking form
___ little indians
Rope making tree
Haze (with “a”)
Fuss
Russian mountains
___ Abner
Request
Common contraction
School organization
(abbr.)
Lamprey
Robert E.____
Norma____
Hindu ceremonial cymbals

Down:
1.
Like some attacks
2.
Scent
3.
Part of 1 across’s home
4.
Button on a cash register
(2 words)
5.
Support group (abbr.)

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
18.
20.
22.
27.
28.
31.
32.
33.
35.
36.
38.
39.
40.
46.

48.
49.
51.
53.
54.
55.
56.
58.
59.
60.
62.
63.
70.
72.

Author Stoker
Leak out
City train
Egyptian land of the dead
Thread unit
Word with robes or envoy
Shoals
Compensate
Writer’s necessity
Earthy
Type of bird
Began
Sibling (abbr.)
Craft/skill
Formerly named
Lyric poem
___ mania
Formal term of address
(abbr.)
Greek letter
Mid-western state (abbr.)
Sodium and calcium are
this
Invited
____ in a salty sea (2
words)
Common
Stimulate
Measuring device
Female spouse, to a Scot
Fish nose? (with “a”)
Modify
Certain Faccon’s origin
Hemp type
Give’s partner
Film type
Direction (abbr.)
Half a British goodbye

Mayport in danger of losing aircraft carriers, revenue
by Allison Hunt
When we won the war in Iraq, the
American people became more
confident in our military. However,
now that the world leaders are trying
to put an end to the Cold War, and
the economy is so bad the same
people who felt our Army, Navy, and
Air Force are superior are now
screaming at the government to cut
back on defense spending. The
cutbacks are everywhere, but this last

week It finally hit home.
Mayport was the home of two
conventional carriers, the USS Forr
estal and the USS Saratoga, until last
week. Now only the Saratoga can call
Jacksonville home, and the Forrestal is
a training carrier in Pensacola. The
Saratoga will remain in Mayport for
the time being, but since the Navy is
trying to convert to an all nuclear
force, it is due to be decommissioned
in 1995. That would leave Mayport
without any carriers. Although the
navy has said that the USS Kennedy

may be relocated to Jacksonville,
the move coincides with the time
that the Saratoga is to be
decommissioned. That would also
leave only one carrier at Mayport.
Just losing a carrier and it’s group
isn’t all Jacksonville has to worry
about. The effect of losing over
5,000 people and the $82 million
payroll they brought in is enough to
make the business around Mayport
shudder.
Another thing to think about is the
fact that Mayport cannot yet

accommodate nuclear ships. It
would take millions of dollars to
upgrade the base for nuclear
carriers. However, looking into the
future, it would seem wise for
Jacksonville residents to push the
renovations to the port. Let’s spend
a few million dollars to keep
carriers in Mayport, so they can
bring back that $164 million
paycheck. Otherwise, Mayport will
become the next victim of the
economic problems.

UNF library supporters trade bucks for books
Plenty of people have screamed
about UNF’s library closing on
Sundays. Few, however, have
stopped to consider the problem of
book acquisitions. Only a handful
have realized the futility of having a
library open for convenient hours if
there is no funding to buy new
books. Without the books it’s just a
building!
For the past two years, because
of the more than $500,000 cut from
their acquisition budget in the 199091 fiscal year, UNF’s Thomas G.
Carpenter Library has had to forego
the purchase of new titles, with the
exception of a dismally small
number of new books required by
professors for class reserves. Neither
have they had the funding to

purchase new magazine subscriptions.
The small family of concerned
students, faculty, and administrators,
however, have taken a proactive
stance toward helping the library get
what it must have to thrive. Two UNF
Senators, Gary Greenberg and Sean
Nelson, made an unprecedented
commitment last fall when they signed
over paychecks from their student jobs
to start the UNF Bucks for Books
fund. Other senators (Bill Smith, Carl
Heilman, Teresa Hankel, Stacey Potts)
generously gave, some before the
account was even officially
established.
Senators Greenberg and Potts
approached Julia Taylor, Director of
UNF’s Foundation with the idea, and
met with an immediate and

enthusiastic response. Taylor helped
the students, forming a task force to
join the arms of administration and
student body for the quintessential
good cause. In addition to
encouragement and staff hours, the
Foundation poured in the majority
of the money required to establish a
Foundation account.
Needless to say, when the team
approached Andrew Farkas,
Director of UNF’s library, they met
with a spirited response indeed.
Farkas was so touched at the level
of student concern that, on the spot,
he pulled out his wallet and handed
Greenberg a twenty.
While the campaign is still
young, do not mistake the fervor
with which it has taken flight. While

any donations will be graciously and
eagerly accepted, for a minimal
donation of $25 (far less than the
price of most books) you can donate
a book to UNF’s library. A book
plate will be placed in the book with
your name, or someone you
designate, and you will receive a
duplicate. This provides an excellent
opportunity give a gift of education
in honor or in memory of someone
you love. Instead of buying your
sweetheart sweets this Valentines
Day, donate a book in their name.
This is a perfect for the person who
“has everything,” in light of the
simple truth that everyone loves
libraries. For more information,
please contact UNF’s Development
staff (646-2510).
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Buy jewelry for your valentine!
by Stephani Jones

When was the last time you
walked into a jewelry store and
didn’t understand much of what you
were told, or didn’t know what to
look for? Well, just in time for
Valentine’s Day, here’s your jew
elry-buying guide.
Gold is probably the most popular
jewelry gift. It can be solid or hollow
or plated. Plated jewelry will
eventually change color and may
irritate the skin, but is good for
fashion, or costume, jewelry. Hollow
gold looks good but is not as durable
as solid gold.
Gold comes in different carat
weights too- the most common are
10, 14, and 18. That means the metal
is 10, 14, or 18 parts gold (of 24
parts) and the rest is another metal.
It’s the different metals that make
different colors of gold- tri-gold, for
instance. The larger the percentage
of gold, the softer the jewelry- gold
is alloyed to make it harder. Detailed
things that must last a long time are
often set in 10 carat for that reason,
although smaller portions of gold
also cost less.
Diamonds are another favorite
Valentine’s Day gift. Whether in a
man’s ring, a necklace, bracelet, or
engagement ring, diamonds are
almost universally popular.

Diamond are rated on
different scales by different
companies. While many use
the GIA scale, few gems are
actually rated by GIA gemolo
gists. Therefore the ratings are
very subjective and are often
even done right in the store.
It is a good idea to look at a
few stones and get used to
comparing them yourself.
Look for a clear stone with no
black or chalky white spots
that is not cloudy or yellowish.
You can ask for a magnifying
glass, but most people who see
your jewelry won’t be looking
at it that closely. If a stone is
eye-clear, meaning it looks
good with no magnification,
that’s often good enough.
The last category of jewelry
is colored gemstones. They
fall into the precious and semi
precious categories. Precious
stones are rubies, emeralds,
and sapphires. Precious stones
are more valuable than semi
precious stones.
Colored stones make great
gifts, either as a
birthstone or just
because they’re
someone’s favor
ite color.

Students exhibit photos
by Taylor Elmore
February 7- March 14, 1992
The Available Light Photospace, at
820 Lomax Street in Five Points will be
featuring the works of Britt Traynham,
John Cason, and Tom Hager for the
next month. Traynham and Cason are

UNF students who shoot abstracts with
emphasis on line and texture, while
Hager is renowned locally and beyond
for his own abstracts and nudes. The
gallery hours are: Tuesday-Friday 11
a.m. to 5 p.m., and Saturday from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m.

Bands to play at Club Carousel
by Taylor Elmore
Head down to Club Carousel tomor
row to check out two of the sharpest
bands on Jacksonville’s cutting edgeRein Sanction and Painted Souls.
Rein Sanction, consisting of broth
ers Mark and Brannon Gentry (guitar/
vocals and drums, respectively) and
bassist Ian Chase have been creating
powerful music since their genesis in
high school almost five years ago. Their
recent CD release, “Broc’s Cabin,”
reflects a power trio sound that is truly
modem while still recognizably faith
ful to its roots of Jimi Hendrix andearly
Pink Floyd (does anybody out there
remember Syd Bar
?) They have
been frequenting the
nesville scene

lately, as well as hitting Milkbar on
occasion.
Painted Souls have been called “a
mixture of Drivin’ and Cryin’ and the
Monkees” by fans, and have drawn
comparisons to the Hoodoo Gurus as
well. They have been hitting the alter
native-night circuit at Iggywanna’s,
Dockside’s and the Milkbar, and also
frequent the burgeoning Gainesville
club circuit. Consisting of Langdon
Snell on guitar and vocals, Eric Estes
on bass, Joe Stelchek on lead guitar,
and Dan Walters on drums, the group
sticks close to original material.
Look for a review in the next Inde
pendent Perspective.

REIN SANCTION
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EVERYONE HAS MORE THAN ONE FACE
THAT THEY WEAR IN PUBLIC

PAINTED
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18 & UP
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